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Genes Associated with Multiple Sclerosis
Baranzini et al., page 854
It is widely speculated that many variants that might be
associated with a specific disease fall below the corrected
genome-wide significance level in genome-wide associa-
tion studies (GWASs). One way to work around this issue
is to reduce the stringency of the significance level. Using
prior knowledge of association is one way to reduce the
number of tests that might need to be completed. By
combining previously identified SNPs from multiple
sclerosis (MS) studies and previously validated protein
interactions, Baranzini et al. leveraged prior knowledge to
construct a protein-interaction network and then used it
to evaluate potential associations from MS cases and con-
trols. They found that genes associated with MS are more
likely to be connected in the protein-interaction network
and that genes harboring SNPs only nominally signifi-
cantly associated in MS GWASs are enriched in the
network as compared to what would be expected by
chance. Furthermore, using a gene-wise or genomic-
block-wise approach rather than a SNP-based approach re-
duces the number of possible tests and effectively relaxes
the required significance level. This study is an example
of using GWAS data in the context of biological networks
to prioritize and validate genes associated with disease.HaploPS: Positively Useful for Detecting Positive
Selection
Liu et al., page 866
Detecting signals of positive selection depends on being
able to identify long-range haplotypes that are highly
differentiated across populations. However, it is difficult
to determine whether a signal present in multiple popula-
tions is the result of a single event or the result of multiple
events at the same loci. In this study, Liu et al. introduce
haploPS, a method that can identify signals of positive
selection and the founder haplotype and can also deter-
mine the frequency of the haplotype. HaploPS searches
for the longest haplotype surrounding a site in amonoton-
ically decreasing fashion by adding a small block of SNPs to
each end of the haplotype until the frequency of the
built haplotype matches the population frequency of the
beneficial allele. When the frequency of the longest haplo-1Scientific Editor, AJHG; 2Deputy Editor, AJHG
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the haplotype will likely become dramatically longer. This
dramatic lengthening indicates a switch from the neutrally
evolving allele to the positively selected allele and also
indicates the population frequency of the alleles. These
haplotype lengths are then compared at each frequency
genome-wide in the search for signals of positive selection.
With the use of haploPS, signals that are most likely the
result of a single event, like the EDAR alleles affecting
hair morphology in East Asians, and convergent evolution,
such as lactase persistence in LCT in Europeans and East
Africans, can both be identified and differentiated from
one another. Additionally, 10 regions in 15 different popu-
lations were identified as potential regions of convergent
evolution because they harbored signals of positive
selection but lacked significantly overlapping haplotypes.
HaploPS will be a useful tool for characterizing signals of
positive selection and discerning whether these signals
are a result of a single or multiple mutation events.Crazy-Good Localization with LOCO-LD
Baran et al., page 882
Principal-component analysis (PCA) has been used exten-
sively for characterizing the special patterns of genetic
diversity. These distributions are useful in many aspects
of human genetics, including correcting for population
stratification and population genetics, among other appli-
cations. However, PCA does not utilize specific aspects of
genetic data that might improve performance. Alternative
methods, such as SPA, that use a model-based approach
have also been recently introduced. However, one feature
that is ignored by both methods is linkage disequilibrium
(LD). To leverage LD information to improve localization,
Baran et al. developed LOCO-LD. This analysis uses LD
between markers trained on a reference panel to optimize
localization of individuals by using a maximum-likelihood
procedure. In this study, the authors demonstrate that
LOCO-LD is significantly better at localizing European
individuals even with increasingly dense marker panels.
Whereas other methods lose accuracy as dense markers
are added to the reference panels, LOCO-LD continues
to improve. Additionally, LOCO-LD outperforms other
methods when substantial amounts of genetic data
are missing. Finally, they use LOCO-LD in a Spanish popu-
lation and demonstrate that the method is robust toy of Human Genetics. All rights reserved.
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long-range LD and inversions. As reference panels become
more common and genotyping data become more dense,
methods that can not only handle this amount of informa-
tion but also leverage it for improved performance will
become even more useful.A Fly’s Eye View of SMA
Neveling et al., page 946; Peeters et al., page 955;
Oates et al., page 965
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) describes a group of
neuromuscular disorders, the most common of which is
autosomal recessive and caused by SMN1 mutations.
For most cases of dominant SMA, however, the genetic
cause remains unknown. In this issue, three groups (Nevel-
ing et al., Peeters et al., and Oates et al.) identify a spectrum
of dominant BICD2mutations that cause early-onset SMA.
One mutation—causing a p.Ser107Leu substitution—was
identified in each study. BICD2, a homolog of Drosophila
bicaudal D, encodes an adaptor protein known to play a
role in both trafficking and Golgi dynamics. Much like the
affected individuals described in these papers, larvae with
mutant bicaudal D display severe locomotor defects (in
addition to the abnormal body patterning that lent the
gene its ‘‘two tails’’ moniker). The identified mutations
encode proteins that bind interacting partners far less effi-
ciently than wild-type proteins; the investigators also
observed fragmented Golgi in cells expressing these
mutants. Given its role as an adaptor, touching upon
multiple cellular processes, investigators might look to836 The American Journal of Human Genetics 92, 835–836, June 6, 2BICD2 binding partners as potential sources of alterations
in unsolved SMA cases.A Methylation Expansion
Xi et al., page 981
In 2011, a hexanucleotide repeat expansion in C9orf72was
shown to be the most common genetic cause of amyotro-
phic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Although this finding was great
news for clinicians and affected families, the presence of
this expansion in an uncharacterized gene has posed
numerous challenges to researchers. We still do not know
the function of this gene, but recent reports indicate
that unconventional translation—generating repeat
peptides—might play a role in pathogenicity. Now, Xi
et al. present evidence that the repeat expansion, which
maps to the C9orf72 promoter region, alters CpG methyl-
ation and leads to decreased mRNA expression. A similar
pattern has been observed in other repeat-expansion-
associated diseases, including Friedrich ataxia and myoto-
nic dystrophy. Notably, the altered methylation profile
correlates with ALS duration, suggesting that this epige-
netic modification might be associated with disease
severity—a finding that will most likely attract the atten-
tion of clinicians. The repeat expansion is also found in
other diseases, including frontotemporal lobar degenera-
tion, and future studies will be needed for determining
whether methylation is also altered in such cases or
whether the degree of C9orf72 promoter methylation
differs between pathogenic states.013
